NOMAD BAGS ON THE DRIFTER 1500
for SOLO and TWO-UP RIDING (by Mak)

QUALIFICATION:
Described in here is how I undertook the works. You may have different and better ideas. Use your own
research prior to commencing any works, and of course no guarantees are given.

OEM PARTS NEEDED
a) Nomad Cases
b) OEM Nomad cases support bracketry including covers and accessories (bolts, rubber grommets etc) as listed
separately (see diagram below)

F&S PARTS NEEDED
a) 1500 F&S saddle bag support struts
b) F&S spacers required for installation of struts for solo set-up only (these spacers come with the supports
struts)
c) 2-up frame extension for 2-up set up

OTHER PARTS NEEDED
a) 4nr, 70mm long, M10 bolts, 1.25 pitch
b) 2nr, 95mm long, M10 bolts, 1.25 pitch
c) 4nr, 45mm long, M10 bolts, 1.25 pitch
d) 4nr, M10 nylock nuts to suit above bolts under c)
e) 4nr, 70mm long, M6 bolts
f) 4nr, M6 wing nuts for bolts under e)
g) 2nr custom made brackets
h) 1nr left side rear foot peg bracket bolt, longer than OEM by 5mm
i) 1nr right side bolt to suit (similar to h) but depending if the foot peg bracket is used or other method applied
j) various chrome plugs

Note: I used 1.50 pitched bolts as I felt that they have more bite and they are more readily available based on
the lengths needed. You could use 1.25 pitch bolts (in chrome they cost almost 3 times as much) since the OEM
frame bolts are this pitch. Keep in mind though that it is easier to rethread a 1.25 pitch over a 1.50 pitch –
should you stuff up .

Parts diagram from Mum Kawa site (parts are to be seen as in
pairs!)

STEP 1:
Align part #1 with the saddlebag struts/supports and you will see that the rear hole and the front hole align
perfectly with the struts and the frame hole (refer photos below). The centre hole of part #1 has no equivalent
on the struts. This hole is recommended to be drilled to provide extra support as this setup does have NO
bracket bracing connection between the left and right side which the Nomad setup actually includes.

STEP 1 WORKS:
Rear hole: Increase the hole diameter of the support struts from 8mm diameter to 10mm diameter and rethread
with M10 thread. Use pitch as desired. Insert 70mm bolt.
Front hole: No work required if 1.25 pitch is used (otherwise rethread with 1.50pitch); fix with 95mm bolt
Centre hole: Drill a new M10 hole into the strut using part #1 fort bolt hole positioning / location guide. Thread
new hole with M10, insert 70mm long bolt and fix.
Plug unused strut hole with plugs on both sides to give it the complete and professional look. Use chrome plugs
if you have chrome struts. See photo below.

STEP 2:
Use part # 2 and mount it as per “normal” onto part # 1 using the OEM bolt (see photo below)

STEP 2 WORKS:
Make sure that the lower horizontal “leg” of part #2 is level (see photo). If it is not level, then the cases end up
installed like on a sportsbike on an angle, slightly on a forward downward slant; so keep it level!

MORE IMPORTANTLY THOUGH: Keeping part #2 level will determine the length of the newly made bracket
which connects part #2 to the bike. Refer Step 3.

OPTION: Should you decide to utilise the exhaust bracket function of part #2 for OEM Nomad or V&H Nomad
pipes, you need to make sure that the bracket on the muffler aligns with the bracket position of part #2. To do
this, it’s best if you install the exhaust system and see how the muffler aligns. Refer Step 4.

STEP 3:
This is the stage where you connect part #2 to the bike. I used 5mm thick mild steel and had it bent offset, like a
dog-leg. The exact dimensions are best taken by taking measurements off the bike and again, IMPORTANTLY,
with part #2 being LEVEL!
Left side mounting location: I opted to use the passenger footpeg bolt connection
Right side mounting location: I have the VN Classic series footpeg bracket installed which has an exhaust bracket
extension and I used this for bracket mounting.

Note: Also I designed both brackets to reach past / over / beyond part #2 so that the bracket covers the rather
unsightly ending of part #2 which is a mere hole.

Approximate bracket dimensions:
Length overall: ~200mm when measuring a stretched out flat piece of steel
Offset: ~80/90mm
Length top lug: ~30-35mm (I put a nice rounded radius finish to the end making it 35mm)
Length bottom lug: ~60mm, rounded for cosmetic reasons

LEFT side finished bracket:

LEFT side photos with APPROX dimensions

Note: The bracket is long enough to cover the unsightly end opening of part #2. The Bracket is fixed with 2nr
40mm bolts. I used allen bolts with chrome caps and acorn nuts to improve cosmetics.

RIGHT side finished bracket:

RIGHT side with approximate dimensions

Note:
Again, as described for the left bracket here too - the bracket is long enough to cover the unsightly end opening
of part #2. The Bracket is fixed with 2nr 40mm bolts. I used allen bolts with chrome caps and acorn nuts to
improve cosmetics.

STEP 4:
The following applies should you decide to use part #2 ALSO as an exhaust support (like the Nomad). This is due
to the Drifter’s saddlebag support struts dictating the actual position for the case’s brackets (see step 1).
Note: As a consequence of this modification, the cases actually end up slightly further forward on the Drifter
than on the Nomad.

STEP 4 WORKS:
It is very likely that you need to relocate the part #2 exhaust bracket location furthest to the rear of part #2 (see
photo). This bought me about 1 inch extra distance and allows a great muffler position just sticking out from
below the cases.

STEP 5:
This allows for part #3 to be installed, although, only if you do not install the F&S backrest as the backrest
includes grab handles which interferes with the cover. You could cut the cover back sufficiently far to clear the
grab handles but once you install the solo set-up again the cover stops short of the seat lapel which does then
not cover the rather short and unsightly cover.

STEP 5 WORKS:
a) Increase the diameter of the holes in part #3 to let the bolts through
b) Cut part #3 length wise back where shown so as not to clash with the solo seat
c) Depending on bolt used, cut part #3 on the top so as not to clash with the bolt
d) Drill NEW hole through part #3 where shown to allow accommodating new location of front bolt
e) Optional: Plug unused part #3 hole with chrome plugs

FINISHED LOOK

STEP 6:
Leave this for last - Installing the cases:
That is a little tricky. This is where the 70mm long M6 bolts and wing nuts come in. The cases are originally
bolted with M8 to the bracketry from the inside of the cases. However given we custom make things the fitting
is a little bit tight. The rear bolting is fine but I experienced some very tight fitting on the front hole.
I decided to use M6 bolts and push them in the holes from the outside of the brackets into the cases and fix
them with wing nuts. This works a treat and you can easily and quickly undo the nuts and remove the cases
without tools. Although, I experienced that you need to push the cases on the front downwards a little bit to
achieve a good hole alignment.

STEP 7:
Footpeg – Floor board installation
F&S floorboards or footpegs can be installed but can only be installed such that they are and stay always in the
downward / using position. They cannot be flipped upwards as the cases are in the way.
I have opted to have a set of floor boards custom made, exactly based on the F&S boards but with the hinge
position moved from the centre location to the end of the floorboards. See photos which should be self
explanatory.

A few things for the perfectionist:
 For Step 6: Should you be worried about vibration working free the wing nuts you could drill a hole through
the bolts and use R-type clips (see photo) to secure the cases; PLUS you would have an even speedier quick
release (credit to Woodcarver for this idea)

 I plugged the footpeg bolts with the chrome plugs that you can find on the handle bar bridge. They are
available from Kawa as OEM parts.
 Instead of nylock nuts I used chrome plated Acorn nuts with Loctite
 On the rear of part #2 is an opening for where the Nomad has a cross brace bracket. I plugged this hole with a
chrome plug. However the hole is OEM threaded M8 and I am thinking of putting some extra brake lights
there with the wiring running inside part #2
 I did smooth-over the grooves in the cases to keep with the bikes overall smooth appearance
 I organised a set of saddlebag liners, including BIGMAK stitching (see photo)

